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Bunched logics, beginning with O’Hearn and Pym’s BI [9], have proved to be exceptionally
useful tools in modelling and reasoning about computational and information-theoretic phe-
nomena such as resources, the structure of complex systems, and access control. Perhaps the
most striking example is Separation Logic [10] a specific theory of predicate BI with primi-
tives for mutable data structures. Separation Logic has heralded a paradigm shift in deploy-
able program correctness proving, key examples of which being the static analysis tool Infer
(www.fbinfer.com)—now part of the code review production line at Facebook, with millions of
lines of code automatically checked for memory bugs to date—and the Coq-implemented Con-
current Separation Logic framework Iris, which has been used to give machine-checked safety
proofs for the systems programming language Rust [8].

Bunched logics provide an alternative to the resource-sensitive reasoning facilitated by linear
logic. In linear logic the structural rules of weakening and contraction are dropped, leading to a
splitting of conjunction and disjunction into additive and multiplicative forms. These structural
rules are reintroduced in a controlled manner via the exponentials ! and ?. This leads to an
operational number-of-uses interpretation of formulae: a formula ϕ is a resource that may be
used once; however, !ϕ denotes a duplicable resource ϕ that can be used as many times as
one needs. In bunched logics, the control of structural rules is implemented very differently:
in bunched sequent calculi, contexts are tree-shaped structures — bunches — built from two
context formers to which different structural rules apply: one in which all apply, and another in
which weakening and contraction (and possibly more) are dropped. Such systems can safely be
seen as the free combination of intuitionistic propositional logic with multiplicative fragments
of linear logics. The upshot of this is the existence (in contrast with linear logic) of a simple
Kripke semantics of abstract resource: formulae have a declarative separation interpretation,
describing properties a resource may satisfy, and, in particular, the manner in which resources
must be (de)composed into components in order to meet a specification.

In the characteristic case of BI, Kripke resource models are given by ordered partial com-
mutative monoids, in which worlds are seen to be resources that can be compared via an order
≤ and, when compatible, composed by a partial composition ◦. For example, in the standard
model of Separation Logic the resources are heaps (chunks of dynamically allocated computer
memory) which can be compared (when one heap contains another) and, when compatible
(when the memory addresses assigned by each heap are disjoint), composed by disjoint union.
The Kripke semantics then extends that for intuitionistic logic with clauses for the multiplicative
connectives. In particular, the multiplicative conjunction, ∗, is interpreted as follows:

x � ϕ ∗ ψ iff there exists resources y, z such that y ◦ z ≤ x and y � ϕ and z � ψ,

to be read as “the resource x is sufficient for ϕ∗ψ iff part of x can be split into separate resources,
y and z, with y sufficient for ϕ and z sufficient for ψ”. Further multiplicative connectives—
corresponding to implications, negation, disjunction, verum and falsum—are similarly given a
straightforward Kripke semantics via operations on resources.
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Resource semantics has been hugely influential, in particular in its instantiations in Separa-
tion Logic and its descendents, with a huge body of literature and automated reasoning tools
successfully applying the idea to a range of computational phenomena. In contrast, the alterna-
tive algebraic view on bunched logics—as Heyting algebras extended with additional residuated
monoidal operations—has seen little attention, with recent work by Galatos & Jipsen [5] and
Litak & Jipsen [7] rare exceptions. This is quite an usual situation for a family of systems
closely related to intuitionistic, modal and substructural logics.

In this talk, we give a systematic account of resource semantics via a family of Stone-
type duality theorems between categories of bunched logic algebras and categories of ordered
topological spaces. This framework encompasses the full range of systems: from the weakest
bunched logics to those involving multiplicative variants of all of the standard propositional
connectives, as well as those featuring (separating) modalities. By considering the category
theoretic structures of bunched logic hyperdoctrines and indexed topological spaces, the duality
theorems are extended to the predicate case, thus additionally capturing Separation Logic. As
corollaries we retrieve soundness and completeness for the standard Kripke semantics found in
the literature as well as new results for logics that previously lacked a semantic formulation.

To do so we synthesise a variety of related work from modal [6], relevant [11], substructural
[1] and categorical logic [2]. Much of the theory these areas enjoy is produced by way of alge-
braic and topological techniques. We argue that by recontextualizing the resource semantics of
bunched logics in this way, similar theory can be given for both Separation Logic and its un-
derlying systems. As examples, we prove a range of metatheory, including: decidability of weak
bunched logics, the failure of interpolation, and a Goldblatt-Thomason-style characterisation of
the definable classes of resource models. Further, we indicate a range of future directions build-
ing on our framework, including the natural duality generalisation of our results, extensions
with semantics of program execution, and the development of Sahlqvist-style correspondence
theory for bunched logics. This talk is based on material from the first author’s PhD thesis [3],
some of which will appear in a forthcoming journal article [4].
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